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ABSTRACT

also the velocity field by use of NMR imaging. For example,
NMR imaging was applied to the liquid single phase flow and
the velocity field was clearly obtained in the transition region
from larninar to turbulent flow."

NMR imaging has been applied in the field of fluid mechanics,
mainly single phase flow, to visualize the instantaneous flow
velocity field. In the present study, NMR imaging was used to
visualize simultaneously both the instantaneous phase structure
and velocity field of gas-liquid two-phase flow. Two methods
of NMR imaging were applied. One is useful to visualize both
the one component of liquid velocity and the phase distribution.
This method was applied to horizontal two-phase flow and a
bubble rising in stagnant oil. It was successful in obtaining
some pictures of velocity field and phase distribution on the
cross section of the pipe. The other is used to visualize a twodimensional velocity field. This method was applied to a
bubble rising in a stagnant water. The velocity field was visualized after and before the passage of a bubble at the measuring
cross section. Furthermore, the distribution of liquid velocity
was obtained.

In the present study, two methods of NMR imaging
was used. One is a phase method with flow-sensitive magnetic
field gradient." The other is an iaging method with a spatial
tagging sequence. 11-16 The former method can simultaneously
and instantaneously visualize both a Oase structure and a oecomponent field of liquid velocity.'
The latter can visualize
the two-dimensional velocity field of liquid.
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
Two kinds of experimental equipment were used. One
was a loop with a horizontal test section as shown in Fig.l. The
inner diameter of the test section was 20mm. Water containing
Cuso 4 crystals (0.25wt%) was circulated in the loop by a pump.
The flow rate of the water was controlled by valves and measured by a turbine flow meter. A nitrogen gas was supplied to
the mixer through a pressure gauge and a flow meter. The
nitrogen gas was injected into the water at the mixer. A horizontal test section locates downstream of 1.8m from the mixer.
The two-phase flow was observed just before the test section.

INTRODUCTION
Detail information of flow velocity, turbulence, and
phase distributions is important to understand a two-phase flow
mechanism. To obtain information about the flow, there are
two types of flow measurement: local (or point) and spatial. A
laser Doppler anemometer a hot-wires anemometer and a resistivity needle probes system belong to the former and a flow
meter and an impedance ring meter of void fraction belong to
the latter. The local measurement gives a detail structure of the
flow but multi-point measurement is needed to obtain the spatial information. On the other hand, the spatial easurement
gives the average value on a cross section, but does not give a
detail structure.
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needed to understand a flow structure. Furthermore, a measurement method not to disturb flow is desirable. Imaging or
visualization methods have been developed to satisfy such
requirements.

Recent development of visualization method can
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give iformation about an instantaneous and local flow structure
on the measuring section without disturbance.
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the such methods but may have some advantages.
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not only the phase structure but
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Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus for hori-

zontal flow.

Table 1. Measuring conditions of NMR Imagings.

Time interval taking a iage
Total data acquisition ime
Image atrix
Dimension of visualized data area
Pixel dimension
Thickness of slice plane

Phase method
Imaging wit a
Horizontii-E711ising bbble panal tgging sequence
200 ins
20.4 8
40.96 ins
32 x 32
64 x 64
24 mrn x 24 mm
22.4 rnin x 22.4 m
0.75 m
0.375 m
0.35 man
4 m

to the intensity of the gradient magnetic field. Therefore, the
positions of the nuclear spins correspond to their precession
frequencies, respectively. Thus, when the spins move along the
magnetic field gradient, the precession frequency gradually
changes. The resultant change of the frequency is observed as a
phase shift of the nuclear spins' Larmor precession. Because
this phase shift is proportional to the velocity component along
the magnetic field gradient, the spins' velocity is obtained by the
measurement of the phase shift. When a nuclear spin has instantaneous velocity components u, v and w at the position (yz)
on the measuring plane, the phase sift (yz) is expressed as
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where a, and y are constants determined by the pulse sequence. Because these constants may be taken any values by
designing the gradient waveforms, any velocity component can
be obtained at the measurement. The phase sift (yz), which is
known from NMR imaging, contains three components of the
velocity. It is necessary to take three images, in order to determine all the three components of the velocity. When the only
one component of the velocity is needed or the instantaneous
velocity filed is needed, the one component can be obtained by
setting two of a, 0 and y on zero.

0

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus for rising
bubbles.

Two kinds of NMR images are obtained through the
image reconstruction process. They are called real and imaginary images and their intensities R(yz) and I(yz) are expressed
as

The other one was a simple vertical pipe (I.D. 18mm) as
shown in Fig-2. A single bubble was generated by a needle
injector (I.D. 0.47 mm) that was located an the bottom of the
pipe. The gas was air and the liquid was water or oil (density
910k g/M3 and viscosity 53-60dyn/cm at 20'C). The generated
bubble rose up slowly in the stagnant liquid. The test section
was located 30 cm downstream of the bubble injection point.

R(y, z) = kp(y, .) cos 0(y,

(2)

I (y, z) = kp(y, z) sin 0(y, z)

(3)

INSTRUMENTATION
where k is a constant and p(yz) is the nuclear spin density on
the measuring plane, Because the phase shift is proportional to
the selected velocity component, the velocity distribution is
visualized through the nonlinear function. In the present study,
the nuclear spin of hydrogen was used. Because the hydrogen
density in liquid is larger than that in the air, the phase structure
can be measured by using the nuclear spin density [p(yz)]
image.

The NMR imaging system used a T iron-cored electromagnet for a static magnetic filed. The diameter of the pole
pieces and the gap between them were 300mm and 66mm,
respectively. Three pairs of magnetic-field gradient coils were
fixed to the magnet pole pieces. A solenoid coil with a diameter
of 28mm and a length of about 30mm was used as both the
transmitter and receiver coil. The measuring conditions of
NMR imagings are shown in Table 1.
Phase Method

P(Y, Z)

Before starting measurement, the static magnetic field is applied by the T iron-cored electromagnet. When a
linear magnetic field gradient is applied, the precession frequency (Larmor frequency) of the nuclear spin is proportional

0(y, z)
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Imaging with a Spatial Tagging Sequence
Figure 3 shows the initial grid pattern on the
cross section of the pipe. The grid pattern is the density iage
represented by Eq.(4), The spatial grid is made by the magnetic
pulse sequence pattern. In Fig.3, the nuclear spins on white
square parts have precession by both the gradient and the static
magnetic fields. There are the nuclear spins without precession
on the black grid part.
After making the grid on the measuring plane, the
density image is taken. The grid pattern changes with the
movement of the nuclears, which move with the flow. As the
result, the associated white square parts change to the rhornbus-like shapes. In the present study, the each shift of the
face centers of the squares is detected. The face centers of the
squares and the rhombus-like shapes are pointed on the two
intensity images. The distance between two face centers of the
square and the corresponding rhombus-like shape is calculated.
The velocity of the face center is calculated from the distance
and the time difference theoretically. However, in the study, the
velocity is calibrated based on the calibration experiment result
because the time difference between two images is not accurately known.

Fig.3 The initial grid pattern of NMR imaging with a spatial
tagging sequence.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Phase Method
Figure 4-(a) shows pictures of the horizontal
.15m/s, jG=O .016m/s and <a>=0.096) upstream of the
test section. They were taken at every one second and time
passes from the upper to the lower picture. The bubbles flowed
continuously at the upper part of the pipe. Figure 4-(b) shows
the nuclear spin density images on the cross section of the pipe.
The images were taken at every 0rns and are displayed from
the upper left to the lower right. The white part in the cross
section shows the high density part of the nuclear spin or the
liquid phase and the black part shows the low density or the gas
phase. The nuclear spin density images show the phase structure in which bubbles located at the upper part of the pipe and
the size of bubble changed with time. Figure 5-(a) shows the
flo
O=O' 15m/s, jG=O' 08m/s and <a>=0.35) that had high gas
flow rate and high liquid velocity, comparing with the flow
shown in Fig.4. The flow pattern was slug flow and the gasslugs flowed intermittently at the upper part of the pipe. Figure
5-(b) shows the nuclear spin density images displayed as the
same way as in Fig.4-(b). The nuclear spin density images
show the intermittent flow. The area and the shape of gas
phase change with time, from left to right, and show the cross
section of the gas-slug. The white images show the cross
section of the liquid-slug.
flo

O=o

(a)Bubble flow.

The rising bubbles in the stagnant oil were measured by
NMR imaging. The spherical bubble generated by the needle
on the bottom plate was rising straight in the stagnant oil. The
large bubble gives clear NMR iages. Figure 6-(a) show the
nuclear spin density [p(yz)] image on the left and the phase
shift [(yz)j image on the right. The circular cross section of
the pipe is not displayed as a circle shown in Fg.6-(b) due to
the video printer system. The black part at a white cross section
of the pipe in the nuclear spin density image is the cross section
of the bubble. The diameter of the bubble is about 7mm in the
measuring plane and the rising velocity is about 12-18cm/s.
At the location corresponding to the bubble in the phase shift
image, there are a black or gray part and a white part. The
brightness corresponds to the phase shift or the velocity (see

(b)
The nuclear spin density images on the cross section for
the horizontal flow.
Fig.4
jL=O'
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NMR structure measurement of horizontal flow.
15m/s, jG=O .016m/s and <a>=0.096.

(a) NMR images of the bubble. The left image shows the
nuclear spin density and the right image shows the phase shift.

(a) Slug flow.

(b) Illustration of the velocity field.
Fig.6 NMR structure measurement of an air bubble rising a
stagnant oil.
Imaging with a Spatial Tagging Sequence
Figure 7 shows the intensity images on the
cross section of the pipe. These images were taken at every
200nis and time passes from the picture number to 16. The
picture shows the image for the stagnant water. The picture 2
shows the cross sectional image for water and a bubble corresponding to the wane. The following iages 3-15) show the
movement of the water, aher the bubble passed the measuring
plane. Finally, the water became stagnant again as shown in the
picture 16.
(b) The nuclear spin density images for the slug flow.Time
passes from the upper left to the lower right. The images were
taken at every 2Oms.

Figure 8-(a) shows the images from 0.8 s to 14 s later
after the passage of the bubble at the measuring plane. The
velocity fields are obtained based on these images. Because the
water moved rapidly just after the bubble passed the measuring
plane, the white square part was severely transformed or vanished away. Therefore, the velocity field was not able to be
measured. Figure 8-(b) shows the velocity fields corresponding
to Fig.8-(a). The directions of the arrows show those of the
shifts of the white squares. Those are corresponding to the flow
directions of the liquid. The lengths of the arrows show magnitude of the velocities. From these distributions, it is shown as
follows. At 0.8 s later, it is observed that water flows toward
the upper left part on te cross section corresponding to the
location where the bubble passed through, as shown in Fig.8(b). After that, the flow becomes week with time. It is imagined that water flows to fill the volume of bubble, after the
passage of the bubble.

Fig.5 NMR structure measurement of horizontal slug flow.
jL=0.15m/s, jG=O .08m/s and <a>=0.35.
Eq.(5)). Here, the visualized velocity is along the horizontal
direction (perpendicular to the pipe axis) in Fig.6-(a). The
white part has a velocity from the left to the right. The direction
of the velocity in the black part is opposite to that of the velocity in the white part, as shown in Fig.6-(b) that is the illustration
of the velocity field. When a bubble rises up in the liquid, the
liquid flows down along the surface of the bubble. Then the
liquid has the velocity component that is perpendicular to the
bubble velocity. In the velocity field shown in Fig.6-(b), there
is a counter flow around the bubble, that showed a front flow
of the bubble.
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Fig.7 The time series images with a spatial tagging sequence.
Time passes from to 16. The time interval is 200 ins.
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(a) The images from 0.8 s to 14 s later after the passage of the
bubble at the measuring plane.

CONCLUSIONS
The NMR imaging has been applied to the gas-liquid
two-phase flow, in order to visualize the instantaneous flow
structure (both the phase structure and velocity field). Two
different methods were used.
One is the phase method with flow-sensitive magnetic
field gradient. The velocity field was visualized by using the
phase shift of moving nuclear spins. The phase shift corresponds to the velocity of the nuclear spin contained in the liquid. The phase distribution was visualized by using the density
of the nuclear spins, because the nuclear spin density of the
gas-phase is different from that of the liquid-phase. In the
experiment, t hrizontal two-phase flow and the bubble
rising in stagnant oil were measured. The nuclear spin density
images showed the phase structure on the cross section for
bubble or slow slug flow in the horizontal pipe. The location
and the size of the rising bubble were measured by the nuclear
spin density image. The one component of velocity field
around the bubble was visualized by the phase shift image.
The velocity field and the phase distribution were visualized
simultaneously.
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The other is the imaging with a spatial tagging sequence. This method can visualize the complex fluid motion in
the single phase flow and is suitable for instantaneous visualization of a two velocity components field. Thus, this method was
applied to the fluid motion around the rising bubble in te
stagnant water to obtain the twovelocity components field.
These experimental results show that the phase distribution and the liquid velocity field can be visualized and, therefore, that NMR imaging is useful for the structure measurement
of two-phase flow.

t

(b) The velocity fields corresponding to the time series
images (a).
Fig.8 The time series images and the velocity fields after the
passage of the bubbles.
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